Welcome to the FOLIO Wiki

This site holds documentation about the FOLIO project in general and the work of the Special Interest Groups.

For more information on the Open Library Environment and the Open Library Foundation and their relationship to FOLIO, see FOLIO Organizational Relationships.

FOLIO CAN USE MORE TECHNICAL RESOURCES

Please consider donating much needed technical resources. Check here to see which skills we are looking for.

FOLIO Communication Spaces

There are several avenues for keeping up with FOLIO development. Join the community at https://www.folio.org/ and sign up for the “Community Updates” for a monthly newsletter with updates and events announcements. You can browse this wiki without signing up but to participate via the wiki you must first sign up for issues.folio.org, then use the same login information here. Details for these and other options may be found on the FOLIO Communication Spaces page.

FOLIO Product Council

FOLIO Product Council Statement on the COVID-19 / Coronavirus Pandemic

The FOLIO Product Council, also called the SIG of SIGs, will act on behalf of the OLE Community and FOLIO partners to express and champion priorities in the development of the FOLIO Library Service Platform, and ensure the relevance and cohesiveness of the FOLIO project. It is the highest level organizational body within FOLIO project. Any questions, suggestions, concerns or ideas can be raised through the Product Council (aka PC).

Important Documents/Links

- Welcome! New community members start here.
- Information and User Guides for FOLIO Apps
- FOLIO News & Events
- FOLIO Project Updates
- Calendar of FOLIO SIG Meetings
- Development milestone plan
- Looking for a way to join the project? We’re looking for Product Owners!
- Do you have a SQL or Java developer with limited time to give? We need help with Reporting!
- Directories: Developers – Product Owners – User Experience Leads
- FOLIO Development Process Overview
- FOLIO Implementer Information
- Community Resources
- FOLIO Graphics and Branding Resources
- Glossary of Terms

This Week in FOLIO

Team Calendars

Recently updated wiki pages

2020-06-22
Jun 19, 2020 • updated by Emma Boettcher • view change

2020-06-22 Reporting SIG Meeting notes
Jun 19, 2020 • updated by Sharon Beltaine • view change

2020-06-19 Meeting notes
Jun 19, 2020 • updated by Julian Ladisch • view change

2020-06-19 Meeting notes
Jun 19, 2020 • updated by Mike Gorrell • view change

PubSub. The second round.
Jun 19, 2020 • commented by Marc Johnson

Q2 2020 (Goldenrod) Release Notes (In Progress)
Jun 19, 2020 • updated by Sobha Duvvuri • view change

2020-06-22 Meeting notes
Jun 19, 2020 • updated by Kelly Drake • view change

2020-06-10 Meeting notes
Jun 18, 2020 • updated by Todd Olson • view change

Production Bug Described in Existing JIRA
Jun 18, 2020 • updated by Kelly Drake • view change

2020-06-22 Reporting SIG Meeting notes
Jun 18, 2020 • updated by Angela Zoss • view change
FOLIO Forum webinars

- Next Forum: Library Data Platform queries (coming in July 2020)
- Most recent Forum: What’s new in FOLIO Inventory and QuickMARC Demonstration
- Past FOLIO Forums (recordings)

Demo Sites

Login: diku_admin / admin

- Current release: https://folio-fameflower.dev.folio.org/
- Latest snapshot: https://folio-snapshot.aws.indexdata.com/
- Stable snapshot: https://folio-snapshot-stable.aws.indexdata.com/
- All reference environments and explanations
- German Snapshot: https://folio-demo.gbv.de

FOLIO Environment Dashboard
FOLIO Reporting Reference Environment

Upcoming Release – Goldenrod (Q2 2020)

- Release Milestones, Epics
- Jira Dashboard
- Planned Features (Jira issue list)

Upcoming Release – Honeysuckle (Q3 2020)

- Release Milestones, Epics
- Public Release: 9 October 2020

UX Prototype

- http://ux.folio.org/

Software

- Getting Started for Developers

Special Interest Groups

A Special Interest Group (SIG) consists of practitioners from libraries and services providers that are interested in contributing to a specific functional area of the FOLIO platform. The currently active SIGs are:

- Metadata Management
- Resource Management
- User Management
- Resource Access
- Forum Facilitators
- Internationalization SIG
- Consortia SIG
- Reporting SIG
- Privacy SIG
- System Operations and Management SIG
- Accessibility
- Public Library SIG
- Support SIG
- App Interaction SIG

Regional SIGs

- Australia / New Zealand SIG
- Italia SIG
- SIG
- Brasil SIG
- SIG

Other Related Groups

- FOLIO Implementation Group
- Community Outreach
- Technical Council
- UI Testing Team
How to join in the work of a SIG

SIGs are open to anyone, and details about each SIG can be found at the links above. Once there, look for these places to participate:

- The SIG's public discussion category on Discuss. Look for the "Communications Channels" in the SIG's home page right sidebar.
- The SIG’s Slack channel. More information on joining Slack, see the FOLIO Communications Spaces document.
- Most SIGs hold a periodic meeting on Zoom. Look for the "Meetings" heading in the SIG's home page right sidebar.
- Contact the SIG's convener(s). Look for the "SIG Convener" heading in the SIG's home page right sidebar.

Creating a SIG

FOLIO Special Interest Groups can be suggested by anyone. See the Special Interest Groups page for more information.